Explicit sets of cardinality 2No 0f p-adic numbers which are algebraically independent over Qp are constructed.
Let Q be the p-aáic completion of Q for a prime p. Let Q be the algebraic closure of Q , and C be its p-adic completion which is an algebraically closed field of cardinality 2N°. Let Q^nram be the maximum unramified extension field of Qp . Then Q™ram = Q(W), where W is the set of all roots of unity whose orders are prime to p . Let c"nram be the p-adic closure of Q"nram in C . Koblitz [ 1 ] asked whether c"nram has uncountably infinite transcendence degree over Q and C has uncountably infinite transcendence degree over c"nram. Lampert [2] answered that the transcendence degree of çunram Qver q js 2 ° and the transcendence degree of Cp over c^"™"1 is 2 °b y constructing sets of algebraically independent numbers of cardinality 2 °. Here we will give more explicit examples of such sets which cannot be obtained by the method in [2] . By using the theorem, we obtain a set of cardinality 2 ° whose elements are in çunram a^ aigebraically independent over Qp . Example 1. Let Ç(n) be a primitive n th root of unity for every natural number n . Let P be the set of all prime numbers. Then the numbers It is enough to prove that a,,,,.,am are algebraically independent over A^. We prove it by induction on m . Assume that a,, ... ,am_1 are algebraically independent over K. Put 
